
Preparing your Quilt Backing for Longarm 
Quilting 

Courtesy of 
Quilting From the Heart 

  
 This step is very important for the final appearance of the quilting on your 
quilt.  Please do not underestimate its importance.   
 

• Backing needs to be a minimum of 8” longer than the quilt and 8” wider 
than the quilt.  That gives me 4” all the way around the quilt – the 
minimum I need, assuming the backing is squared up. 

• Size requirements are a MINIMUM!  If your backing is larger than 
required, please don’t trim off the excess.  The larger the back, the less 
distortion from clamps and the less interference from clamps running 
into the machine as I quilt. 

• Extra wide quilt backs (the 108” wide stuff) are wonderful, but should 
be torn, not cut off the bolt.  It is impossible to get them square unless 
they are torn. 

• Please press your backing, especially where the fabric was folded on the 
bolt.  My loading system removes all minor wrinkles that happen when 
the backing is folded and stored, but will not remove sharp creases such 
as the centre fold created from being stored on the bolt. 

• Pieced backs are very pretty, and a good way to use fabric but are very 
difficult to use on a Longarm.  I cannot accurately center a design on 
the back.  Seams that run perpendicular to the rails cause build up as 
the back wraps around the rail and distorts the backing, making pleats 
on the back more likely.   

• Remove selvages from seamed edges but NOT from the outside edges 
of backing.  This is how I make sure I mount it square. 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 



To Piece a Back Quickly and Perfectly Square: 
 

This method ensures each piece is square and exactly the same size, thus no puckering. 
  

1. Start with a long piece of fabric.  Do not cut to length at this point! Do not remove 
any selvages at this point. 

2. Square each end by tearing (in this case faster and more accurate than using your 
rotary cutter. 

3. Have your pins handy and standing up.  Line up torn ends, right sides together, 
letting remainder of fabric drop to the floor.  (Selvages will be running perpendicular 
to the floor.) 

4. Using gravity to help you, pinch onto both selvage edges on one side and slide your 
fingers downward 4”.  Selvages are strong enough to prevent stretching.  Place a 
pin at this point.  Continue sliding fingers down selvage another 4” and place 
another pin at this point.  Continue until you reach the fold.  Do not cut fabric to 
length yet. 

5. Using your dual feed or walking foot and a 1” seam allowance, stitch along pinned 
edge (backstitching the top edge) until you are a couple of inches from the fold.   

6. Pick up your scissors and snip the fold for about 4”. 
7. Finish stitching the seam, ending with a backstitch. 
8. Using the opening made in step 6 as a start point, tear the folded end to the other 

side. 
9. Press seam open. 
10. Make a small clip ½” from selvage edge in seam and tear off selvages.  (Sometimes 

selvages shrink when the quilt is washed so you want to remove them) 
 
If you need wider backing and have to piece together three pieces of fabric, before you 
start step 3, tear off a piece slightly longer than 1/3 of your length.  Proceed with steps 
3-10.  Now add the third piece in a similar manner (except it is already separated).  
Now tear the end of the third piece so it is the same length as the first two pieces. 
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